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Execu ve Summary
The objective of this white paper is to describe the software development challenge, clarify its root
causes and show how SoftFluent addresses it through its CodeFluent Entities model-first software factory and associated methodology.
The first half of the document explains the market challenge and why this is a tough business issue:
• In chapter 1, we explain the structural nature of the software development challenge,
• In chapter 2, we comment on the common approaches that exist on the market,
• In chapter 3, we detail our field observations of project failures, particularly frequent with new
technology, whose complexity and multiplicity bear more risks than traditional constrained
legacy,
• In chapter 4, we propose a «Success Equation» as a model for summarizing these elements,
especially on how a software project can succeed.
We would like to point out that this part is widely applicable to anyone interested in software development and is not dependent on our offering.
In the second half of the document we explain the solution we have built to structurally address the
challenge:
• In chapter 5, we present our tenets that have been guiding the design of our solution to over
come the limits of past CASE approaches,
• In chapter 6, we list typical scenarios in software development to illustrate the concrete benefits
that one will get by using a model-first approach such as the one proposed by CodeFluent
Entities.
• In chapter 7, we detail the different steps of our methodology using the CodeFluent Entities
approach for modeling, developing and industrializing,
Ultimately, the CodeFluent Entities approach is a robust and productive tool that enables successful
software development projects to be achieved. Possibly, this approach is not unique, but this one has
proved to be of great value to our customers so far.
We conclude in chapter 8 by exposing why model-first is so structurally important in finding the solution
to the evolution challenge detailed in this white paper.

© SoftFluent, 2010-2013 - Do not duplicate without permission.
CodeFluent Entities is a registered trademark of SoftFluent. All other company and product names are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective holders.
The material presented in this document is summary in nature, subject to change, not contractual and intended for general information only and does not constitute a representation.
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I. The so ware development challenge
Being in charge of a business software development team today is a huge challenge. On the one hand, project
requirements keep expanding in terms of user expectations and complexity, whereas resources become very
restricted. On top of all of this, vendors bring out new more sophisticated software development technologies
which require mastering to gain any benefit. This mastering is often no small feat. Often it seems one is just
learning new technologies rather than solving customer problems.
As each business sector is making progress, this unavoidably translates into increasingly sophisticated functional requirements. Meanwhile, business users expect more, driven by their experience with consumer technologies that attract global budgets to make them what they are. IT departments have to contend with this “Expectation mismatch”. In no small part, are their ability to deliver constrained by budgets, available technologies
and skills.
As a matter of fact, the development team must digest technology innovation, and provide ready-to-use solutions for its users. The challenge is getting very much harder as the pace of technology innovation is accelerating, with an increasing complexity, both from business requirements and tools to meet those requirements,
that test software developers to their extremes This complexity is proving to be too much in many of todays IT
projects, costing business vast sums of money.

Business decisionmakers

Unclean needs
Changing needs
Increasing expectations
Less money
Less time

IT

Technologies

New Technologies
Scarce coding talent
Heterogeneous teams
More and more legacy code

As one can see in the above diagram, the software development team finds itself in an awkward place. However
there is a very compelling solution.
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II. Common approaches
Software development is a 50 year-old discipline, so one can wonder why solutions do not exist today. Let us
comment on the different common approaches that have been tried and highlight their main limits.

1. RAD Tools
As developer time proves costly, there is a long history of software engineering tools focused onaccelerating this
process through various means, especially the one known as code generation.
Some popular RAD tools, such as PC Soft Windev or 4D, have actually provided a good way to deliver applications within quite short timeframes. Different prototyping or RAD tools can quickly demonstrate results that look
appealing with a simple process.
However, if the application reaches a certain level of complexity, it is often found that this kind of tool is not able
to deal with more complex requirements This can be for a number of reasons. Firstly it is too easy to build an
application without too much effort being applied to design, therefore applications end up being non maintainable. Secondly these tools tend to favour specific usage scenarios such as traditional data entry and retrieval
application (CRUD or LOB uses cases) but without enough extension capabilities.
The main issue for customers is then to be stuck with not being able to answer the functional requirements
for their applications. This is usually not an acceptable risk for customers.

2. CASE Tools
Computer Aided Software Engineering tools have existed for a long time, and have been very popular during the
client/server wave of the 1990s.
Tools such as Powerdesigner/builder, Progress, Magic, NS-DK, Forte or Centura gained a lot of momentum at
that time. These tools had invested a lot in providing a programming model for client/server applications, and
encountered real success in terms of both market reach and productivity gains. In particular, these tools hid the
complexity of languages such as C++ which was a standard lower-level programming language at that time.
But those CASE tools lost popularity, mostly because of the emergence of a totally new programming model with
the emergence of the web. As a consequence, numerous customers refocused on lower level languages such
as Java or C#, pushed by platform software vendors, losing in the process the gains that had been achieved so
far by these higher abstraction tools.
Another reason is the fear of some customers of being locked in the vendor environment, as these tools usually
provide their own programming language.
In the end, the main issue for customers is the fact of not being able to keep up-to-date with technology, as
the footprint of these offerings make them very slow to evolve. As a matter of fact, there is no real efficient CASE
tool to date for web applications. This, again, is usually not an acceptable situation for customers.

3. Oﬀ-shore
9
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Another approach that many companies have tried especially during 2000-2010 was to address the issue by
lowering the cost of resources through moving development off-shore.
Though it initially looked economically appealing, with labor costs varying between 1 and 10 across geographies, this “solution” has been far from delivering on its promises.
In fact - when it works - it does not fundamentally address the challenge, as it just lowers perceived costs on
development resources, while adding a lot of new difficulties and risks on the project.
Complete books could be, and have been, written on off-shore development, but, to make a long story short,
putting the team further away does not increase its know-how and is not the answer to our challenging equation.
On the contrary, experienced people in software development know that the total cost of an application will
encompass the costs incurred during the maintenance phase. This phase will usually last longer than the initial
development phase.
And what might look like savings in the short term often turns out to be additional costs and lost agility over the
long term. Any experienced developer knows that the evolution capability of a poorly designed application is
weak and each minor evolution becomes more and more costly.
The main issue with off-shore is that it is often driven by cost reduction, with a project delivered at the expense
of industrialization and maintenance.
In our view, those three approaches are limited putting an excessive emphasis respectively on timeframe, scope
and cost.

focus on

TIME
Solution RAD Tools
Drawbacks:
Constrained features
Prohibitive cost of customization
Dependency

focus on

focus on

COST
Solution Offshore
Drawbacks:
Weak industrialization and maintenance
Risk for time-to-market
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SCOPE
Need for a balanced
solution

Solution CASE Tools
Drawbacks:
Late on technology innovation
Lack of flexibility
Proprietary skills and languages
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All those three parameters need to be balanced appropriately, and this is why we favor another methodology to
address the software development challenge.
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III. Frequently Observed Failures
Because of our experience in software development, we are often asked to lead audit missions on .NET developments to analyze the quality level of an application, its evolution capability, its scalability, its manageability in
production.
First of all, it is worth mentioning that we are amazed by the great proportion of project failures and the amount
of inefficiencies. We have often met failures in the several million dollar range and it is quite common to conclude
that at least half of the produced code could have been avoided by using the appropriate libraries, most of the
time in the .NET framework itself!
An interesting point to note is also the existence of typical syndromes we have observed from development
teams, which we sum up below.

1. Lack of skills
The first reason for failure is a lack of skills.
In some cases, even experienced developers may lack skills in new technology. (As the complexity of technical
layers used to be properly hidden in CASE tools, it is not the case any longer. With the explosion of multiple
technologies (ie HTML5, JS, JQuery, CSS3, XML, XSLT, ASP.NET Webforms, ASP.NET MVC, C#, LINQ, Entity
Framework, T-SQL, E-SQL, REST,SOAP, Web Services etc...), there are a lot of options and choices left to the
developer leading to many more potential pitfalls.
In this situation, we observe that the code usually works… until the project gets more complex in scope or
in capacity. Since code is produced manually, with heterogeneous styles changing over time, maintenance is
getting harder and harder and the cost of incremental change inflates until the team eventually meets a wall.
Deadlines can also be pushed back as developers struggle to solve problems within their current skill set which
also increases cost.
In the mentioned failure case, this failure is due to the first factor: skills.

2. Lack of experience and “geek a tude”
In other cases, we have observed young developers who are rather clever and comfortable with new technologies. But they may lack enterprise experience and many of them have a strong tendency to adopt a “geek
attitude”, a behavior where people focus on each and every new piece of technology.
In those situations, developers have a strong technology bias and concentrate only on the code and its beauty,
like writing a complex instruction within a single line of code, which satisfies the ego of the developer but does
not provide any intrinsic value. In fact, it may be negative as it may increase maintenance costs.
These profiles often lose sight of the functional objectives, because users are not their primary point of interest,
and they do not have the proper level of experience to understand the challenges of manageability and the
necessity for code instrumentation.
Because of this lack of experience, they commonly underestimate the need for scalability. In addition the appli
13
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cations they design perform poorly with high volumes of data or with numerous users.
Applications developed this way are usually hard to maintain and require targeted optimization or redesign inareas where performance is needed.
This case of failure is in fact a lack of a proven method.

3. Over-engineering and frameworks
The last case often leads to the most costly situations. And in fact, it is the most observed situation on large
accounts.
In this third syndrome, an architect (or several) has been hired to invent a customized solution for the development team. Usually, this architect is highly intelligent, and this is part of the issue, because he often believes he
will be able to invent all relevant solutions for the project. He then starts writing, potentially with a team of developers, a framework that is supposed to be the optimal solution for the project but that often goes too far.
Setting the appropriate abstraction level for a project requires placing the cursor at the right place on the schema
below:

Normalization & factorization
Object-orientation
Componentization

Denormalization
Procedural
Monolithic

Where should we place the cursor ?
Drawbacks
Kernel complexity
Skills required
Risk of perfectionism
Where to stop ?

Advantages
Reuse
Evolution capability
Control
Testability

14

Drawbacks
Increasing timeframes
Maintenance costs
Can become hard to manage

Advantages
Simplicity
Less skills required
Team independence
Quick start projects
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The “Where to stop?” on the left is a critical question, as in our experience, this is where things turn wrong, even
though the idea of building a framework could look great.
Experience shows that:
• Building a flexible framework that can face all needed situations with new and evolving technology is
hard and risky,
• The risk of simply failing with a framework that does not work is huge, with potentially a tunnel effect
during framework development, a phase that can last forever, page 9
• In most favorable cases, the framework will provide value for a certain technology wave and will not
resist the next wave, with the necessity of big reinvestment to keep up with new technology, and another
risk of failure,
• In almost all cases, the framework cannot be maintained by someone else other than the architect.
Though not always admitted, this situation leads to significant economic failures.
If CASE Tools are perceived as a problem because of vendor lock-in, then architect lock-in syndrome described
here is much worse. The risk of depending on an individual should be perceived as much more worrisome than
depending on any third-party company. If one is going to use a framework then that framework should be a defacto standard, be supported by a third party company.
This case of failure is an over-investment in tooling, a factor which is quite hard to address, and whose complexity proves to always be under-estimated.

15
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IV. A proposed model for the “Success Equa on”
The Chaos report1, even in 2009, reported that less than a third of IT projects are successful, through-being delivered on time and budget with the proper features. This is challenged by some alternate views as by Dr Dobb’s
study2 which has a different approach to defining success, which was based on interviews with the people that
actually delivered the project, which is probably overly optimistic.
Reality is probably somewhere in the middle, and one thing we know for sure with our field experience is that
the risk is still very present, especially as one introduces new technology in a highly-constrained environment.
In fact, we could put the success probability of a project into an equation that we would simplify by a simple formula such as :

If the global “Know-how” is above the “Ambition”, the project will be successful. This sounds pretty simple to
understand. Additionally, introducing the elements mentioned above about expectations in the introduction, we
could consider that :

Noting that each component is evolving in an unfavorable direction, this means the ambition is growing faster
by a cubic factor !
Simplified this way, it becomes crystal clear that software development projects cannot succeed without an
approach that allows “Know-how” to grow fast enough to keep up with the ambition.
As a matter of fact, without a methodological shift, there is not even a chance for development teams to
succeed over the long-term.
This is consistent with our observations in the field, where, in reality although sometimes hidden, costs are often
exploding and the volume of “legacy obsolete code” keeps growing, increasing the maintenance burden on
development teams. So is there any hope of keeping up with the project’s ambition or is this a lost battle ?
Let us consider the know-how as being the combination of three key components, the ones that appear to us to
be the major success factors for development projects :

Our equation becomes sustainable, on condition of perpetually improving the skills, the method and the
tools.
URL1 : http://www.pmhut.com/the-chaos-report-2009-on-it-project-failure
URL2 : http://www.drdobbs.com/architecture-and-design/2010-it-project-success-rates/226500046
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This is basically what we propose with our software development approach, based on an iterative model-first
method, supported by a tool that improves the development process itself. The development team’s responsibility is then able to focus on maintaining the skills using a simplified process using our approach, since much of
the underlying technologies is hidden, allow the developing to operate at a higher level of design and development. However this does not prevent the developer from finding out the details, it just means that he or she is
not held back by the details. This is really important when trying to free one’s mind for more creative activities as
application design.

18
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V. So Fluent Tenets
Because at SoftFluent, we have spent many years on development projects1, we have leveraged our experience
to define a new recipe that will ensure project success, even with evolving technology.
Our development approach is built on the success of past recipes, such as CASE tools, but with a couple of
structural differences targeted at addressing the limitations observed with those tools.
The schema below reflects our view on how we address the CASE tools’ drawbacks.

Historical drawbacks

1

Solution

Difficult to support latest
technology platforms

Business design is structurally
separated from target architecture
that easily evolve through specific
producers

Requires stable definition of
business needs by users

Modeling immediately produces
executable components which
support a design process friendly
to business change

Costly to customize beyond predesigned elements

Generated code is standard,
human-readable, consistently
componentized and can be
extended without any limits

Strong dependency on
proprietary programming
language with specific skills

Fully integrated into usual
development tool, the code is
standard as the solution just adds
a thin abstraction modeling layer

SoftFluent founders are former Microsoft employees with a long track record in software development.
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The way we address the key historical drawbacks of CASE tools are formalized into our keys tenets, at the heart
of our model-first development methodology :

22

1

Business entities have longer lifecycles than technology and should be defined in formats that
will survive technology shifts and allow supporting them without reengineering the application.

2

Business rules and process changes need to occur through short cycles that can fit into a
lean continuous maintenance scheme.

3

Efficient coupling of data, model, and presentation layers including customized code parts
must be guaranteed by design.

4

Coding patterns need to be standardized and their implementation automated to ensure
maintenance can be performed by standardized skills.

23
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VI. Model-First benefits explained through classical
scenarios
Beyond the theoretical tenets, it is important to understand through very concrete examples based on our CodeFluent Entities product offering, why you will gain from using a model-first approach to structurally address the
key challenges of Software Development.

1. Stay flexible and up-to-date with technology
a) Support mul ple database pla orms
Supporting different database systems, on premise and in the cloud, is an immediate benefit of using CodeFluent
Entities. Persistence producers generate scripts from the model and deploy them on the specified database to
create your persistence layer.

Furthermore the persistence layer used is independent from the upper layers (.NET classes, services, user
interfaces), so switching database systems comes down to switching producers (MySQL and PostgreSQL for
example).

25
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b) Add new technologies with minimal reinvestment
As the pace of innovation accelerates, being able to keep up with new technology releases is more challenging.
One of the key advantages of CodeFluent Entities is that it overcomes this and therefore avoids legacy code.
Thanks to the producer-based approach of CodeFluent Entities, you can accelerate your support of a new technology (such as Windows 8 in the example) by generating a significant part of the plumbing code.
As an example, let us see the same form generated by different standard user interface producers :

ASP.NET Ajax version

ASP.NET MVC version
26
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ASP.NET Webforms version

SharePoint Webpart version

27
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Windows Presentation Foundation version

Windows Design Language (Windows 8) version

28
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c) Implement mul ple architecture scenarios
With the development of the web, the multiplication of devices and the development of the cloud, many applications require multiple architecture scenarios, combining some of the following technologies :

• web,
• rich client,
• cloud-based services,
• mobile client devices.
In those scenarios, without a model-first approach, you will need to code the concepts in all layers with challenges in maintenance cost and consistency, whereas CodeFluent Entities will guarantee your key code and
rules to be centralized and delivered in all those architectures.
Last but not least, in reality architecture can evolve over time, and even applications that had started using a
specific architecture can be challenged to switch to another architecture, or at least to support extra scenarios
that require a different architecture (web, cloud or mobile support for example).
This is where you can gain huge benefit if you are using a model-first tool when this occurs.

2. Absorb func onal changes
a) Centralize work
Using CodeFluent Entities, you can transform design elements described once using a natural and visual modeling approach (no need to learn complex UML, see below) into usable code translated in all layers.
Adding an entity, a property, a rule or a view can be done at model level and instantly generate all the components for all the necessary layers of your architecture.

Note: One could not do that with a code-first approach as it is connected to a specific technology and language
and cannot be propagated easily against different layers such as database or user interface.

29
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b) Con nuously generate
Because of this model-first approach, the «Don’t Repeat Yourself» (DRY) principle is respected. The product is
based on the idea that you can continuously generate all your components while keeping your customization,
making it easy to absorb all functional changes. It is worth mentioning that you only need to maintain your customization code, not the generated code that is being updated consistently by CodeFluent Entities.
Who can guarantee that you won’t add a property to a certain entity late in the project cycle, requiring the
consistent update of many layers? This is no issue at all with CodeFluent Entities and you have the «by design»
guarantee that your «business object model» in the code is always aligned with the «design model».
As part of the continuous generation process, the database differential engine enables hassle-free schema
updates without losing any data.
Say you have an existing Customer entity :

From which you generated a Customer table containing data :

Adding a new Name property to the entity :

30
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And generating over will preserve our existing data :

Please note that things like up-casting, adding/removing constraints or relations are fully supported so you can
generate continuously throughout your developments. This can be a major advantage as many other tools that
migrate database designs from a model can run into issues if referential constraints are encountered. Often
these constraints need to be dropped before effecting the change. With Codefluent Entities this is not necessary,
and without data loss.

c) Standardiza on
Another key benefit of working with a model-first approach is the ability to standardize the implementation across
the application.
One example is the ease of creating standard naming conventions :

Starting by the code, you could not do things such as applying a global naming convention, and being able to
change it from a central point if necessary.

3. Extend and customize
a) Superior performance and scalability
While providing abstraction means more flexibility, the way it is achieved through ORMs generates serious performance and scalability challenges, as well as risky mapping choices to be done by the developer.
Because of an approach that is friendly to database and DBAs, CodeFluent Entities outperforms ORM alternatives1 while providing an approach that allows targeting multiple databases.
In fact, CodeFluent Entities provides real continuity between the generated object model & the database, with an
actual answer to the object-relational impedance mismatch. For instance, an entity hierarchy will be translated
following the Table-Per-Type pattern in the persistence layer, when, in the generated business object model, this
will be a regular class inheritance.

URL1 : http://blog.codefluententities.com/2012/06/05/codefluent-entities-performance-comparison/
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Say we have the following hierarchy :

Here is the generated design in the database which represents the above model:

Stored procedures are created that automatically support this hierarchy and enable data access.

Data access methods will automatically be created with full support for loading those entities using our .NET
classes.
Another great example of this continuity is the fact that you never have to struggle with null, or DBNull issues and
data conversions: the tool does it all for you, so you don’t have to.
32
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b) Create your own aspects
An aspect is a way to extend behavior ny defining it once and deploying it across your whole application! (principle of aspect-oriented programming).
Building an application using CodeFluent Entities implies designing a model representing your application: its
business logic, architecture, technologies, etc. From this model a platform independent meta-model is inferred, and only then, producers will translate this in-memory representation into actual code.
CodeFluent Aspects introduce a new notion allowing you to plug into this process. Using aspects you’ll be
able to work on this in-memory representation of the model, before anything is produced, and dynamically add/
remove/modify elements in your model: this is what we call dynamic modeling and it allows developers to
implement behaviors in models.

Aspects are external to your model, and a set of aspects is shipped out-of-the-box along with the product. Among
them, you’ll find aspects allowing developers to add data localization or «middle of word» text search to their
application by importing them in their model.
For instance adding the data localization aspect will modify all layers, starting by the persistence layer where it
adds a localized version of the entity table, containing all localized columns and their corresponding LCID :

And all corresponding data access methods in all layers will change from this :

33
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To this, taking into account the current locale as you can see :

Likewise, you can create your own custom aspects in order to add specific behaviors which you’d like to industrialize.
Note that combining behaviors, whichis possible with inference, is impossible using a template-based approach
as complexity grows exponentially with the numbers of behaviors you want to support. This is why we say that
CodeFluent Entities is a «template-free» approach at the business tier level. However template mechanisms
can be useful applied to the final tiers such as reports or back-office user interfaces.

c) Create your own producers
If ever you need to target a technology or platform that isn’t supported by CodeFluent Entities natively, you can
develop your own producer which will translate the in-memory representation of your model into your desired
output. Developing a custom producer is actually very straightforward since all you have to do is implement a
three method interface: IProducer.
Here is the C# description of the interface :

4. Reduce dependencies
a) Avoid mul ple frameworks
Dependency is a tricky element in software development. Whereas one wants to avoid being dependent on
someone else, you cannot develop today and stay competitive without leveraging the capitalized efforts that are
available on the market (read http://blog.softfluent.com/2011/08/19/leveraging-third-party-components-or-reducing-dependencies/ for a specific discussion of this point).

34
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Third party leverage balance
Benefits
More value per cost
Limited failure risk
Quality of work done by specialists
Built-in flexibility if well-designed
Potentially faster evolution

Challenges
Integration costs
Potential lack of flexibility in tuning to your needs
Less control on the implementation choices
Evolution risk over time (depending of vendor)

Source code mode seems to adress some of the challenges but is in fact risky in most cases
CodeFluent Entities has been designed to help the developer avoid the nightmare of managing multiple dependencies that evolve on different cycles. In reality, many projects can leverage various frameworks, gathered
from different sources including open source projects, often without a consistent strategy, and sometimes without
even the awareness of all these dependencies at management level. This always ends up in heavy maintenance
costs and sometimes evolving into dead ends. It even happens with frameworks proposed by Microsoft, as there
is a fierce internal competition between the product groups inside the company.
To the contrary, using a model-first approach provides a guarantee of a consistent and reliable vendor proposal
that will always work. The vendor is in charge of gathering all the pieces to propose a consistent solution to the
market that is always up-to-date with technology and not dependent of frameworks that have a risky future.

b) Structure teamwork
Model-first tools propose a global and consistent approach that is not dependent on one super architect with
unique and all-encompassing skills.
Instead, the structure proposed by these products gives a natural way for a team to share the work and the code
is put at its right place.
For example, CodeFluent Entities has been designed to avoid the “superman syndrome”, when one single person does everything, resulting in this person detaining retaining all the knowledge.
From one CodeFluent Entities project to another, it is very easy to find where each behavior is implemented as
the approach provides a natural method that any developer can quite quickly understand and apply.
35
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c) Minimize risk
In the end, CodeFluent Entities projects have much less risk than projects developed using a manual and custom-designed approach.
Firstly, the structure given by the tool gives a guarantee to build an architecture that works consistently across
the whole team of developers.
Secondly, even if there are changes or extensions in the architecture, the key structure of the business tier will
remain due to the rock-solid foundations provided by the tool,
Last but not least, CodeFluent Entities relies on proven patterns and implementation practices designed by
Microsoft veterans with decades of experience in software development, therefore providing you with optimal
performance and scalability.

36
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VII. CodeFluent En

es Agile Methodology

Although many examples of the previous chapter were explained through samples based on our product, the
benefits could actually apply to any model-first tool that would rely on a similar approach.
In this chapter, we will detail how the methodology works specifically using CodeFluent Entities.

1. CodeFluent En

es web site descrip on

CodeFluent Entities is a unique product integrated into Visual Studio 2008 / 2010 / 2012 which allows developers to generate database scripts (e.g. T-SQL, PL/SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL), code (e.g. C#, VB), web services (e.g. WCF, JSON/REST) and UIs (e.g. Windows 8, ASP.NET, MVC, SharePoint, WPF).
The code generation process is model-first and continuous : from your declarative model, a meta-model will
be inferred which the code generators will then translate into code. Over 20 code generators (a.k.a. “producers”) are provided “out of the box” and can be combined to create your own application following your desired
architecture, using your desired technologies.
CodeFluent Entities has been made for developers by developers. Its goal is to make them save time by doing
all the technical plumbing with respect of the relational and object-oriented world, so you can focus on what’s
matter.

2. CodeFluent En

es principles

CodeFluent Entities builds on SoftFluent tenets by proposing to concentrate the effort on two areas :

• Design of functional elements in a manner that is mostly independent from technology,
• Development of customized code, mainly in the business layer for business code and in template
customization for generated UIs or reports.
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As described in the schema hereunder, all other phases of the application life cycle are automated :

Design
or
Import

Execution

Development

CodeFluent Entities
developers work at
two levels

Inference

Generation

CodeFluent Entities infers the business model and generate components on all application layers. Runtime
services are provided that facilitate development.
Beyond the process itself, which is concentrating the effort into two focused areas, the added-value of CodeFluent Entities automated phases is embedded at 3 different levels :

• Model analysis and inference : though not visible, this automated phase is extremely powerful as this
is what allows the extremely advanced generation process that follows and the combination of complex
behaviors,
• Generation : the producers generate ready-to-use components on all layers chosen, with a total
consistency in the way those components integrate with each other,
• Execution : the runtime libraries provide advanced services that are leveraged by generated
components to make the development process more productive for the developer.
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3. CodeFluent En

es quick overview

A complete demo of the product can last hours as the product encompasses many development areas and
brings a very complete set of features, but for people who really would like to see the product «in action» relatively quickly, we recommend starting with this product quick tour (25 minutes).
For people that want to dig into the technical topics, here are direct links to training videos :
Video topic

URL

Introduction

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/01-introduction

Basics

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/02-basics

Designing databases

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/03-designing-databases

CFQL

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/04-cfql

Rules

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/05-rules

Blobs

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/06-blobs

Template-based generation

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/07-template-based-generation

Developing Web Apps

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/08-developing-web-apps

Aspects

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/09-aspects

Importer

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/10-importer

Producing UIs

http://www.softfluent.com/media-cfe/videos/cfe-training/11-producing-uis

It is also a good idea to follow the CodeFluent Entities product blog for regular highlights about the product features and possibilities.

4. Agility with CodeFluent En

es

CodeFluent Entities is not strictly dependent on following an agile methodology, as one can easily leverage the
product using a classical V-Cycle methodology. As a matter of fact, several projects have been delivered with
CodeFluent Entities using traditional approaches based on a preliminary specification phase.
However, CodeFluent Entities is particularly good in supporting projects driven through an agile methodology.
Agile methodologies are based on the principle of iterative development, which requires delivering software that
works at the end of each iteration. One iteration after the other, the scope is extended until the software presented to users is satisfactory enough to be put into production or released to the market.
URL1 : http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5E2vjDh7PVU
URL2 : http://blog.codefluententities.com/
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CodeFluent Entities proposes several attributes that prove to be very interesting when used in conjunction with
an agile methodology :

• Functional elements designed into CodeFluent Entities immediately generate executable
components,

• Specifications do not need to be defined upfront because the model can be enriched and
regenerated as necessary without losing any customized code,

• Technical target architectures can be chosen later in the cycle by simply changing the producers and
layer-specific customized code.
By design, CodeFluent Entities offers an iterative process for development because of its continuous modeling
and development integrated process.
For many customers, business modeling is started directly with users and quickly transforms into a first version
of model. This due to the ease of creating prototype user interfaces with CodeFluent Entities which stimulate the
analysis sessions.

5. Recommended steps for basic usage
In this chapter, we describe the usual steps that we recommend for delivering «best in class» applications using
CodeFluent Entities.
The first three steps are focused on working at model level, allowing generation of prototypes that can be quickly
presented to users for validation.
The second series of steps is more focused on developing custom code that will require a little more work, and
which might be more dependent on target platform.

1

6
Customizing UI &
reports

Designing a first version
of model

2

5
Customizing business
code

Developing

Modeling

Generating
components towards a
first architecture

3

4
Customizing data and
legacy integration
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Important note : As explained in the previous paragraph, CodeFluent Entities is very friendly to agile methodologies, which means those steps are not intended to be sequential at the overall project level. Instead, these steps
are usually sequential within an iteration, with the first iterations concentrating mostly on the ‘Modeling’ steps.

a) Designing a first version of model
The first step with CodeFluent Entities consists in building an initial version of the functional model. In this initial
version, most entities and major relevant properties, including enumerations, are identified.
This step formalizes the key business entities relevant for your domain, their relationships and the major structural elements for your application. Using a classical Entity-Relationship model and inheritance, one can describe
any kind of business with simple concepts.
It is also worth noting that even data instances can be defined in the model. This proves to be very useful as it
is often needed to have some specific records in the database.
Usually, these elements are very stable over periods of time that can last more than a decade.

b) Genera ng components towards a first architecture
Once business entities have been modeled in CodeFluent Entities, the architect usually chooses the specific architecture relevant to the business: web, smart client, Office, SharePoint, traditional client-server or even cloud.
Due to the CodeFluent Entities Model-first approach, the architect can immediately generate a first executable
version of the application that will implement the functional model.
This version can then be presented to users so as to validate the functional elements of the model.
Additionally, as CodeFluent Entities allows maximum flexibility with target architectures, it is also possible to use
these early prototypes to guide the architecture choice (or choices).
It is quite often that in customer situations, we see a relatively important challenge in choosing the relevant target
architecture, especially when those applications are intended to replace a legacy version.
Doing pure web is the natural trend, but usually the consequences are not fully measured, in particular the investment that is needed to reach the same level of ergonomics of a real Windows application. So going for a web
version without measuring the readiness of users, may translate into a failure of acceptance test by users, which
is the last thing a development team needs.
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When fully investigating the expectations of our customers, we often find the optimal target may combine :

• A full web version broadly provided to occasional users with the merit of minimizing deployment
challenges,
• A smart client application for advanced users who need to work every day on some business data and
manipulate them with maximum flexibility and visual tools,
•A mobile application with a specific reduced feature set within identified scenarios.
This is why we see very high value in being able to show results quickly with the CodeFluent Entities model-first
approach.
Note : Similarly, a storage system can be chosen at this stage and possibly changed later in the cycle.

c) Defining rules and custom methods
Once the major elements of the application have been validated by users, the second agile iteration can be used
to define the major rules and custom methods of the model.
This mainly includes the ones that can be declaratively designed. CodeFluent Entities offers an advanced set of
options to describe :

• Existence rules,
• Basic format rules,
• More advanced format rules such as ‘email’ for example,
• Integrity rules with options like ‘Cascading updates or delete’,
• Computed properties.
At the end of this step, the business model, formalized as a CodeFluent Entities model, already includes an
important part of its core value, while being totally independent from technology.
Because the format used for storing this model is plain and simple XML, this makes it very open and resistant to
future technology trends.

d) Customizing data and legacy integra on
Beyond the modeling of methods, CodeFluent Entities provides advanced mechanisms to customize dataaccess methods through :

• Simple and intuitive CodeFluent Query Language,
• Custom views,
• Possibility to use native stored procedure language where necessary.
Optionally, it is also possible to leverage particular options to :

• Map naming to preserve existing legacy database schemas,
• Connect to legacy components instead of the generated database.
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e) Customizing business code
CodeFluent Entities embeds numerous modeling concepts that simplify software development and allows a
significant level of definition for custom methods and rules.
Still, the philosophy of the product is that it is not possible (or should we say economically relevant) to introduce
over-complicated modeling concepts to deal with the most advanced use cases. This is why CodeFluent Entities
is designed to allow the “classical” implementation of customized code in the different layers. In particular,
CodeFluent Entities based applications usually concentrate many custom rules or behaviors in the “business
object model”, the central layer, to ensure consistency.
So this key step in implementing applications consists in developing the partial classes to complete the generated business object model, in order to ensure the fulfillment of business requirements.

f) Customizing UI and reports
Though CodeFluent Entities comes with standard producers that directly produce operational user interfaces
that can be used to manipulate data, business applications usually require custom-tailored screens or pages that
optimize the business processes.
CodeFluent Entities facilitates this process by building a business layer and objects that are easily pluggable
to user interface controls available on the market. This approach works well with standard controls delivered
by Microsoft in the platform as well as all classical third-parties such as Infragistics, SyncFusion, DevExpress,
Telerik or ComponentArt.
Designing an optimal user interface for frequently used business processes requires maximum flexibility, and
this is why CodeFluent Entities developers usually assemble the generated components, while leveraging a set
of useful runtime services provided by CodeFluent Entities for the different supported architectures (Web, richclient, Silverlight, SharePoint).
Though customized user interfaces are generally needed, in many projects we see, usually a significant portion
of the screens only require standard behavior and structure. This is why, in «advanced usage scenarios», we will
describe how one can automate the creation of user interfaces using templates.
CodeFluent Entities comes with an integrated template engine that allows the production of any text file based
on the principle of mixing the “text output” with instructions that are executed (like Active Server Pages used to
work before .NET). Though being a relatively small part of CodeFluent Entities, this element is comparable to
many code generators that actually provide only this mechanism.
But it is even more powerful because the template engine is aware of the CodeFluent Entities object model
available as an API, allowing an easy leverage of all the elements modeled by the developer in the graphical
designer.
Additionally, the CodeFluent Entities template engine is RTF-friendly, as it deals correctly with the escape
sequences, allowing an easy strategy for Word reporting in your projects with a high level of performance.
The Microsoft Office list producer also provides a solution for integrated user interfaces in classical Microsoft
Excel and Microsoft Access.
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6. Recommended steps for advanced usage
Though easy to start with, CodeFluent Entities actually includes very advanced features for the most demanding
development projects. As it is a complete software factory, it offers solutions to industrialize the production of
code at an unprecedented level.
Though we recommend implementing the first project through a basic usage scenario to get familiar with the model-first approach and the product, on large projects, a huge leverage effect can be achieved through advanced
usage.
Most advanced usage scenarios include :

• Multi-architecture scenarios,
• Dynamic modeling and aspects,
• User Interface automated generation.

1
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Desining your business
model

Writing UI templates for
automated UI generation

2

8

Generating components
towards selected
architectures

Implementing aspects for
dynamic modeling

Industrializing

Modeling

7

3

Defining multiarchitecture target and
integration scenarios

Defining rules and custom
methods

Developing
6

4
Customizing data and
legacy integration

Customizing UI & reports

5
Customizing business
code
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a) Defining mul -architecture target
Today, applications are usually designed for a specific architecture, such as client-server, rich client, web or rich
web. Sometimes, there are specific extensions to support a particular scenario, such as mobility. It is then often
seen as another version of the application.
In our view of software development, and also because it is made possible at a reasonable cost through our
model-first approach, future successful applications may often include different architectures, at least for part of
them.
For example, one could imagine for an HR ERP that :

• Specialized business users will use a smart-client to manipulate data with maximum flexibility,
• All users in the enterprise will access their data through a pure web-based self-service portal,
• Some scenarios will be directly integrated on mobile devices where the relevant features will be
deployed.
These kind of scenarios will be more frequent, as well as their combination with cloud versions if we try to predict
the future.
Using CodeFluent Entities, adding those new architecture scenarios is just a matter of :

• Adding new producers to generate relevant components,
• Completing only the code parts concerned, especially customized UI.

b) Implemen ng dynamic modeling through aspects
As explained in chapter 3, setting the appropriate abstraction level requires finding the right balance. The good
news with CodeFluent Entities is that you can start very simple while getting the benefits of powerful concepts
at a later stage.
The product being completely designed as an API, giving developers maximum flexibility, the template-based
approach explained earlier can be applied to the model itself, bringing a powerful leverage effect : dynamic
modeling.
Applying the template principles to the model itself, CodeFluent Entities allows you to define aspects, an industrial way of adding behaviors to your entities.This includes behaviors such as:data localization, tracking, textbased search or any other custom need.
Whereas purely template-based generators are unable to combine these behaviors without leading to templates
of such a level of complexity that they are not maintainable (well-known as the spaghetti code effect in .T4 templates for example), the different approach proposed by CodeFluent Entities for the production of the business
object model makes it industrial, as represented hereunder.
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Development Effort
“Framework” mode
”Manual’’ mode

Framework development (may last
forever and diverge at each
technological shift...)

CodeFluent Entities
Basic usage

Advanced usage

Dynamic modeling:
Initial aspect development
workload (optional)

Number of entities
(=~Model size)

Basic usage of the product already provides an economically viable solution over the long-term (which is not the
case of ‘manual’ and ‘framework’ mode that we observe on the field) and advanced usage with dynamic modeling provide an even greater ROI for large projects that are intended to work with large models that comprise
hundreds of entities.

c) Defining UI templates for automated UI genera on
In many projects we see, though customized user interfaces are generally needed, a significant portion of the
screens only require standard behavior and structure. This is particularly true for back-office user interfaces or
management of reference date. In that case, it is relevant to invest in a user interface template that will factorize
the structure of the UI and the common behaviors. This template will serve as a basis for the generation of user
interfaces as the one delivered in the product.
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This way, the development and maintenance costs will not be correlated to the number of entities. For
projects dealing with hundreds of entities, this can provide major savings, especially over the whole application
cycle.
Thanks to the great flexibility of CodeFluent Entities architecture, this approach can also be applied for all user
interfaces, using advanced product features, custom renderers and custom code in templates. However, for
complex screens, it might be harder to maintain and this is why we propose both approaches, the architect being
able to balance the two at the optimal level for the project.
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VIII. Conclusion
Technology innovation is going fast, and this pace of change is accelerating as the world goes global and the
competition gets fierce. A lot of announcements are made every day by technology providers and it does not look
like this motion is going to slow down. The multi-layer style of software development has increased flexibility and
capability, but has also strongly increased the complexity of software development.
With the multiplication of platforms and devices, such as cloud platforms or new mobile devices, and the growing
needs to connect to collaborative social networks, we can be sure that this complexity will keep increasing in the
future.
At the same time, for several decades now, businesses have developed significant operational IT systems, going
further and deeper in features supporting their business and vertical sector. This means the legacy is way more
important than it was years ago, and it is most of the time increasing. A study by Gartner showed that what they
call the “IT Debt” is growing at a worrying rate.
In all businesses, there is a high pressure to lower costs, while providing new services to remain competitive in
a more complex environment, and at the same time bearing the increasing legacy burden mentioned above,
with its set of obsolescence constraints. Some systems even run totally unsupported which might become a
critical issue that will force a reengineering at some stage.
For companies which need to maintain and improve the systems supporting their businesses, this is a quite
unsolvable challenge, at least by keeping the same approach that was used in the past. It is not a solution to just
apply past recipes as developing over applications at each new technology wave.
In fact, we see customers struggling to do it and except for very few wealthy exceptions, no company can afford
such a cost. And even if you were that wealthy, it would probably be a better option to spend your money on
increasing your business.
At the same time, maintaining very old applications has become a reality, especially in today challenging economic climate. One has to wonder how long this can be sustained without a major crisis. (Such a “status quo”
strategy, which is obviously less risky in the short term, is probably a sure path to death in the long term. Because
once a competitor in the same vertical has been able to deal with it, it will be too late to start a reengineering
which will take a long time to achieve.)
This is why we think there are two critical areas that companies should be working on proactively :
A. Set measurable objectives on the reduction of maintenance for existing legacy systems,
B. Use the savings to implement new projects in a way as independent from technology as possible.
On point A, it is critical to precisely evaluate maintenance costs, in terms of hardware, software licenses and
maintenance fees, and of course human expenses to run the system and correct bugs. For custom applications
that are in maintenance mode, the cost is highly correlated to the number of lines of code and the quality of the
application. Refactoring existing applications without any functional change can provide huge savings and is not
necessarily a hard task, as long as we do not fall into the trap of changing features at the same time.

URL1 : http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1439513
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On point B, model-first is exactly the promise of capitalizing your work at a higher abstraction level than
code.
We and our customers have been delivering projects that way for 6 years, and this evolution capability is
obvious once you have done it.
Additionally, you get the significant advantage of getting very predictable costs and timeframes. Once used to
the methodology, one can quite precisely estimate each project using factual elements such as the number of
entities, properties, methods, business rules, user interfaces or reports.

Daniel COHEN-ZARDI
CEO, SoftFluent
http://blog.softfluent.com
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IX. Appendix: key links
Here is a list of key resources to stay up-to-date with CodeFluent Entities and SoftFluent .NET software development best practices :

URL

Information

http://www.softfluent.com

This is SoftFluent Corporate web site.

http://blog.softfluent.com

This blog is dedicated to sharing our .NET experience and the best practices on all aspects of
software development.

http://blog.codefluententities.com

This blog is dedicated to giving you information on
all features and aspects of CodeFluent Entities.

http://forums.softfluent.com

This is the access to SoftFluent forums.

http://www.codefluententities.com/documentation

This the complete product documentation.

http://www.youtube.com/softfluent

This is the SoftFluent channel that delivers regular
video demonstrations about the product.

http://www.softfluent.com/products/codefluent-entities/download

This is where to download the product and start
with the free version

http://www.codefluententities.com/rss.aspx

This blog gives the list of new features and bug
corrections for the product at each build.
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X. About So Fluent
SoftFluent is an innovative software company founded in 2005 by Microsoft veterans, former consultants of
Microsoft Consulting Services. SoftFluent is Visual Studio Industry Partner at Premier level & Microsoft Gold
Partner certified.

1. Who we are
Experience
• Involvement on more than 600 different
customers
• Shared experience through a white paper
and blog of development best practices
• French partner of Pluralsight

Growth
• Fundraising > 1M$ in 2009
• Turnover > 4M$
• > 40 employees and active recruitment
policy
• Activated products in > 100 countries

2. Our vision
Technology innovation is going fast, and this pace of change is accelerating as the world goes global and the
competition gets fierce. A lot of announcements are made every day by technology providers and it does not
look like this motion is going to slow down. For enterprises which need to maintain and improve the systems
supporting their businesses, this is a quite unsolvable challenge, at least by keeping the same approach that
was used in the past.
What is our proposed solution?

Industrializa on
• Make software development easier and more

Pragma sm
• Release products that we can be proud of

enjoyable

• Use our own experience-inspired products in
• Create high-quality and flexible software whilst
lowering production costs, risks and
development time

real enterprise-class projects

• Develop adoption (already used in more than
100 countries worldwide)
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